
 

 
 
Bob Jones Investigation Announcement – Postponement of Final Report 
 
It is with a heavy heart that GRACE announces the very difficult decision to postpone 
the final investigative report’s delivery date until late November/early December of 
this year. Late last week, we informed the leadership of Bob Jones University of our 
decision.  
 
As the GRACE team was completing the investigative phase last spring, one of our 
team members learned that his father suffered from an advanced and aggressive 
cancer.  
 
As the team began drafting the final report in early June, the team member’s father 
underwent major surgery, hoping for a full and complete recovery. During that time, 
our team member was the primary caregiver for his father, and he also continued, 
fully committed and engaged, in drafting the final report.  
 
In the past few weeks, the father’s condition took an unexpected downward turn, and 
recovery looked unlikely. At that time, our team member decided to completely step 
back from the writing process in order to care for his father. This was a difficult 
decision, but one that the GRACE team fully supported. Early last week, we decided to 
postpone the publication date in order to give our team member and friend the 
necessary time to address this difficult family emergency.  
 
During the early morning hours of Sunday, August 10th, the beloved father of our team 
member passed away into the waiting arms of heaven. Though we deeply grieve with 
our dear friend during this difficult season, perhaps he put it best when he recently 
wrote, “The Lord has given, The Lord has taken, blessed be the name of the Lord. 
Dying in Jesus is gain.”  
 
Though none of us anticipated or wanted a delay, every GRACE team member 
contributes insights that are absolutely critical to complete this historical process 
with continued objectivity, thoroughness, and excellence. A publication date of late 
November/early December will provide sufficient time for us to accomplish this 
process.  
 



Please know that this delay is not due in any way to actions or inactions of Bob Jones 
University. The BJU leadership has responded to this difficult announcement with 
understanding, consideration, and professionalism.  
 
In October, GRACE will post an update that will outline the final report’s delivery and 
public release. This update will also provide a specific date of release.  
 
We realize this announcement will be extremely upsetting for many who have 
patiently waited for this final report. We sincerely apologize to each of you. We hope 
and pray that this delay will best serve those who have participated in this 
investigation by ensuring a comprehensive and exceptional final report.   
 
Back to work… 
 
 
The GRACE Team 
August 13, 2014 


